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PL structure of IFRS is different with that of J-GAAP.
One major change is treatment of extraordinary items. Extraordinary gains and losses
under J-GAAP are not used under IFRS.
In order to facilitate investors’ understanding, Rakuten group may use “additional line
items” for certain items before operating income, considering its materiality.
Second major change is minority interests. While J-GAAP excludes minority interests
before net income, net income under IFRS includes net income attributable to noncontrolling interests.
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This slide summarizes GAAP differences in FY2012 and FY2011.
Operating income in FY2012 under IFRS was JPY50.1 billion.
Adding back additional line items recorded for loss of impairments and reorganization,
operating income before additional line items was JPY78.8 billion, which is comparable
with operating profit of JPY72.3 billion under J-GAAP.
Although there is no quantitative criteria, Rakuten group may use additional line items
considering its materiality.
As shown, GAAP difference at bottom line was limited in case of FY2012.
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Reporting of revenue and costs of revenue changes from a gross basis under J-GAAP to a
net basis under IFRS for some businesses.
Major changes include sales of books by Package Media and acquiring fees of Rakuten
Card.
Regarding point costs, 1% standard points vested by Package Media (Rakuten Books) and
Rakuten Card are deducted from gross revenue. 1% standard points at Rakuten Ichiba do
not have any impacts on Rakuten’s PL, because standard points are expense of
merchants.
The change of revenue recognition lowers top-line, but impact on earnings is limited.
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The table shows GAAP differences in FY2012 PL in detail.
First, the reconciliation of operating profit starts from JPY47,714 million, which is proforma basis reclassifying line items of J-GAAP and adjusting financial incomes, financial
expenses, equity income and others in order to compare with PL structure of IFRS.
Second, termination of goodwill amortization increases operating profit by JPY8,006
million. At the same time, differences in goodwill impairment decrease operating profit
by JPY6,144 million, because impairment losses under IFRS are larger than those of JGAAP in this FY.
Finally, accounting differences of financial products and other factors increase operating
profit by JPY301 million and JPY178 million respectively, and operating income under
IFRS in FY2012 was JPY50,055 million.
Regarding revenue recognition, change from a gross basis to a net basis reduces both
revenue and operating expenses of Package Media business (Rakuten Books) by
JPY13,558.
In credit card business, revenues and operating expenses of acquiring fee and point
expenses are stated on a net basis.
With reference to point expenses, definition of point expenses in this slide is different
with accounting item used in official earnings releases under J-GAAP. Point expenses
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incurred at Rakuten Card are not included in “point costs”, but included in “advertisement
and promotion expenses” in J-GAAP earnings releases.
Points vested when membership are granted to users will continue to be included in
SG&A under IFRS, because point vesting is not directly linked with revenue.
“Others” include initial cost of commitment lines and syndicate loans. These costs are
expensed as incurs under J-GAAP, but included in calculation of interest expenses under
IFRS.
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This slide illustrates differences in BS structure.
Similar to PL structure, treatment of minority interests is different between IFRS and JGAAP. Under IFRS, total net assets are divided into equity attributable to owners of the
company and non-controlling interests.
Calculation methodology of ROE used in “Kessan-Tanshin”, filing to the stock exchange,
excludes non-controlling interests from nominator and denominator.
Subscription rights to shares under J-GAAP moves to equity attributable to owners of the
company under IFRS. However, the amount of this item is small in Rakuten group.
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This slide summarizes GAAP differences of BS.
Total assets under IFRS are larger than those of J-GAAP, while total net assets are lower
under IFRS. Explanations in detail follow.
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Largest GAAP difference in BS comes from the securities business. Unsettled accounts
receivable and payable of three operating days are recognized on a gross basis under
IFRS. Three operating days are the period from transaction to settlement.
J-GAAP allows either gross or net reporting, and majority of securities companies report
on a net basis.
Second factor is the securitization of Rakuten Card. Some of securitized assets (loan
receivables, etc.) of Rakuten Card are off-balanced from BS of Rakuten Card, depending
on scheme under J-GAAP.
Under IFRS, securitized assets remain on-balance as loans for credit card business.
Profits associated with securitization are eliminated as unrealized gains both under JGAAP and IFRS (see: credit card business).
Difference in net assets is largely due to difference in goodwill treatments.
Goodwill of Linkshare was impaired under IFRS, while it is not under J-GAAP. Generally
speaking, impairment test of IFRS is tighter than that of J-GAAP.
In case of Linkshare, impairment was recognized on IFRS adoption date. Therefore, loss
did not affect on PL, but were adjusted in retained earnings.
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Impacts on segment information are summarized in this slide.
Dotted square includes segment revenue and profit that were disclosed based on J-GAAP.
Because managerial accounting did not adopt IFRS in FY2011 and FY2012, IFRS based
segment information, which follow managerial accounting, is unchanged.
Lines below sub-total to IFRS reported figures are adjustments between J-GAAP and IFRS.
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Rakuten group adopts IFRS for managerial accounting from Q1/13. This results in change
of segment information.
Segment format continues to consist of Internet Services, Internet Finance and Others
segments. Due to difference in segment definition, however, quantitative figures may
not be consistent with previous disclosure.
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The slide summarizes Adjustments of J-GAAP segment information.
One element included in Adjustments is goodwill amortization of J-GAAP. Because IFRS
does not allow amortization, periodical amortization cost will not incur in Adjustments.
Under J-GAAP, gains from sale of floating-rate JGBs are partially eliminated in
Adjustments, because recognized book values are different at Rakuten Bank and
consolidated financial statements.
Under IFRS, the bonds are measured at fair value and change in fair values are reflected
in PL in each FY. Therefore, elimination of sales gain will not incur in Adjustments.
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The largest change in Internet Services segment is net reporting of revenue and costs of
revenue at Package Media (Rakuten Books). Gross profit equivalent under J-GAAP are
recognized as net revenue under IFRS.
Changes in Rakuten Ichiba, Rakuten Travel and other domestic and overseas businesses
including Kobo Inc. in this segment are very little.
Despite these changes, difference in operating profit of Internet Services segment is very
little between J-GAAP and IFRS.
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Before starting discussion in detail, this slide illustrates financial flow within Rakuten
group.
When a user makes a purchase at Rakuten Ichiba with credit card, merchant pays
commission fee to Rakuten Ichiba. If credit card used in this transaction is issued by
Rakuten Card, additional commission fee is paid to Rakuten Card via Rakuten Ichiba.
If a user uses revolving service of Rakuten Card to finance this purchase, Rakuten Card
will receive interest income over revolving balance.
Rakuten Card recently started new service called “Rakuten Super Business Loan”, that
finances operating cash of merchants. Rakuten Card receives interest income over loan
balance.
In order to finance these operating assets (accounts receivables-installment, loan
receivables, etc.), Rakuten Card utilizes securitization. While third party investors invest
in these securitized assets, Rakuten Bank also acts as an investor. Accounting treatments
relating to such internal transactions will change under IFRS.
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Impacts of IFRS migration over credit card business are larger than other businesses.
First, recognition of point expenses changes. Rakuten Card issues points in conjunction
with users shopping. Shopping includes that of outside Rakuten group. Current points
program grants 1point (=JPY1) for every JPY100 purchase. Under J-GAAP, point costs are
recorded as advertisement and promotion expenses in SG&A. Under IFRS, points are
deducted from gross revenue, and net revenue are recognized. Impact on operating
income is neutral.
Similarly, revenue and costs of revenue associated with acquiring transaction are
presented on a net basis (next slide).
Influences over BS are also large.
First, off-balanced securitized assets are on-balanced under IFRS (next slide). This factor
results in increase of total assets and liabilities.
Second, some of accounts receivable and payable are reported on a net basis, which
results in decrease in total assets and liabilities. These include rights and obligations with
other credit companies, which are net-settled through brand owners such as VISA and
Master.
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This slide illustrates flow of acquiring transaction.
Issuer is credit card company that issues credit card to credit card member.
Acquirer is credit card company to which merchant belongs.
Merchant provides credit card member with goods or service.
In acquiring transaction, issuer bears direct credit risk of card members and is
considered as principal of the transaction. In contrast, acquirer is considered as agent.
In case of agency transaction, IFRS requires net reporting of revenue and costs of
revenue. Accordingly, Rakuten Card recognizes acquiring revenue on a net basis.
If Rakuten Card is issuer, Rakuten Card additionally receive commission fee. Accounting
treatment of issuers’ commission fee is consistent between J-GAAP and IFRS.
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Accounting treatments of securitization have significant impact on BS of Rakuten Card
and consolidated Rakuten group.
Basic change is scope of consolidation. While J-GAAP deconsolidates, IFRS consolidates
trust account used for securitization.
Under J-GAAP, assets securitized by Rakuten Card and held by Rakuten Bank are
1) Off-balanced from “BS of Rakuten Card”
2) On-balanced in “BS of Rakuten Bank”
3) On-balanced as “investment securities for banking business” in consolidated BS
Assets securitized by Rakuten Card and held by third party investors are off-balanced.
Because Rakuten Card consolidates trust account under IFRS, securitized assets remain
on-balance and are presented as assets for credit card business in consolidated BS.
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This slide illustrates securitization in detail with explanation on PL.
J-GAAP:
When Rakuten Card sells shopping receivables to trust account, sales gain are recognized
at Rakuten Card.
Trust account issues beneficial interests by collateralizing shopping receivables.
Among issued beneficial interests, some are still held by Rakuten Card and remains onbalance as beneficial interests in securitized assets in BS of Rakuten Card and
consolidated Rakuten group.
As an investor, Rakuten Bank purchases some of beneficial interests issued by trust
account and recognizes as investment securities for banking business at market value.
Sales gain and valuation difference recognized by Rakuten Card and Rakuten Bank are
eliminated in consolidated financial statements.
IFRS:
Trust account is within a scope of consolidation of Rakuten Card. Therefore, shopping
receivables held by trust account remains on BS of Rakuten Card and consolidated
Rakuten group. Shopping receivables are measured at amortized cost (amortized cost is
explained later).
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Investment securities for banking business held by Rakuten Bank are eliminated as
international transaction with beneficial interests issued by trust account (liability of
Rakuten Card).
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This slide explains about securitization of monthly-cleared balance.
Securitization structures of monthly-cleared balance are different with those of revolving
balance.
Even among securitizations of monthly-cleared balance, structures are classified into
two categories;
Securitization with on-balance scheme
Securitization with off-balance scheme
From J-GAAP accounting perspective, securitized assets in the former case remain onbalance, despite securitization.
Starting from Q2/12, Rakuten group shifted from off-balance to on-balance scheme.
Therefore, securitized monthly-cleared balance remains on-balance in BS of Rakuten
Card and consolidated Rakuten group.
As a result, IFRS migration does not impact BS, because assets are on-balance both
under J-GAAP and IFRS.
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Under current corporate taxation law, it is possible to carry forward deficit for the next 9
years.
From accounting perspective, J-GAAP allows to recognize deferred tax assets that are
collectable only for the next 5 years.
On the other hand, recognition of maximum 9 years is possible under IFRS, because
criteria to recognize deferred tax assets are collectability of carried deficit.
Available time period (either 7 or 9 years) follows corporate tax law when event happens.
Deferred tax assets of Rakuten Card also arises from provision costs in addition to deficit.
When former Rakuten KC was reorganized in 2011, current Rakuten Card business
adopted tighter credit policy of Rakuten Credit and incurred non-tax-deductible
provision costs.
On IFRS adoption date, Rakuten Card recognized deferred tax assets by examining future
collectability. After adoption, deferred tax assets had been used and continue to
decrease, while accounting costs had been recognized
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Regarding banking business, changes in quantitative figures are relatively small, but
treatment of financial instruments between J-GAAP and IFRS is different.
Invested assets held by Rakuten Bank are mostly classified as available-for-sale securities
defined by J-GAAP.
In accordance with definition of IFRS, these assets are classified mostly as financial
assets measured at amortized cost and partially as financial assets measured at fair
value through profit or loss (later slides explain in detail).
In some cases, GAAP difference results in timing difference to recognize gain or loss of
financial instruments.
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Floating-rate JGB held by Rakuten Bank is one example that brings about GAAP
differences.
Under J-GAAP, floating-rate JGB are classified as available-for-sale securities. In case of
available-for-sale securities, unrealized gain since acquisition of financial instruments is
not reflected in PL. When financial instrument is sold, accumulated gain since acquisition
is realized and recognized in PL.
Under IFRS, floating-rate JGB are classified as financial assets measured at fair value
through profit or loss (FVtPL). In case of FVtPL, valuation gain or loss is recognized in
each fiscal year. If JGB are sold in 2012, gain or loss recognized in FY2012 PL is limited to
the change of fair value during 2012.
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This slide summarizes GAAP differences in financial instruments as of end FY2012.
Regarding investment securities for banking business, assets are classified either as heldto-maturity securities or available-for-sale securities under J-GAAP.
Held-to-maturity securities include municipal bonds and others, and are amortized on
cost basis.
Available-for-sale securities consist of large portion of securities for banking business
and include beneficial interests securitized by Rakuten Card.
Available-for-sale securities are stated at fair value. If fair value declines by 50% or more
from carrying value, such decline is regarded as a loss in principle.
Total amount of securities for banking business of IFRS is lower than that of J-GAAP,
because beneficial interests securitized by Rakuten Card and held by Rakuten Bank are
off-balanced from Rakuten Bank’s BS.
Under IFRS, financial instruments are classified into three categories;
AC:
Financial assets measured at Amortized Cost.
FVtPL:
Financial assets measured at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
FVtOCI:
Financial assets measured at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive
Income
Later slides discuss about measurement of financial instruments under IFRS.
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FVtPL is measurement that recognizes realized and unrealized profit or loss of financial
instrument in PL of each FY.
In order to reduce PL impacts caused by market fluctuation, Rakuten group has
strategically reduced financial assets measured at FVtPL such as floating-rate JGB.
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Regarding securities business, PL impacts are limited, but BS impacts are significant.
By recognizing unsettled accounts receivables and payables of customers’ transaction,
total assets and liabilities significantly increase (details are in next slide).
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Rakuten Securities engages in agency transaction, where a broker acts only as an agent
and a customer is principal of transaction.
Under J-GAAP, Rakuten Securities only recognizes commission revenue in PL and
commission receivable in BS, because economic benefit does not belong to Rakuten
Securities.
On the other hand, IFRS requires to recognize unsettled accounts receivable and payable
with customers and exchanges.
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JSCC engages in clearing operation in Japan. Transactions with JSCC are stated on a net
basis by offsetting rights and obligations of sellers and buyers.
Net settlement of spot transactions with customers is prohibited in Japan. Therefore,
journal entries are also conducted on a gross basis.
In Japan, T-plus-3 settlement is adopted. Unsettled accounts receivable and payable for
three operating days before FY end date are recognized in BS.
Because amounts of accounts receivable and payable are dependent on share prices,
market environment before FY end has significant impact on size of total assets and
liabilities, although there is no PL impact.
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This slide includes two topics. Step acquisition of stake and accounting standards of
insurance business.
First, accounting treatment of step acquisition is different between J-GAAP and IFRS.
J-GAAP requires to recognize additional goodwill, when the stake in a subsidiary
increases.
Under IFRS, goodwill recognition is required when a subsidiary is consolidated. Once
parent company establishes control over a subsidiary, additional acquisition of stake
does not incur goodwill recognition, but retained earnings are adjusted.
Rakuten Life Insurance was consolidated in Oct 2012 and Rakuten group recognized
goodwill both under J-GAAP and IFRS.
However, additional acquisitions of shares between consolidation and Mar 2013 (about
12% stake) did not bring about any goodwill under IFRS.
Second, discussion about IFRS’s accounting standards for insurance business are ongoing. Current standards may change in the near future.
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In non-consolidated J-GAAP accounting, investment in subsidiaries is written off, when
fair value drops by about 50% from carrying value.
In consolidated J-GAAP accounting, goodwill is amortized over estimated useful period;
20 years or less.
In case of Rakuten, this periodical amortization costs are included in “Adjustments” of
segment information, as opposed to allocating to each business segment.
If there is indication of impairment, Rakuten group conducts impairment test.
In consolidated IFRS accounting, amortization of goodwill is unnecessary. Instead,
impairment tests are conducted once a year for every cash generating units.
In case of Rakuten group, regular impairment tests are conducted in Q4 in order to use
DCF analysis, which are based on budgets of next fiscal years
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On top of regular annual impairment test, it is required in any quarter, in case there is
any indication of impairment.
Regarding Kobo Inc, for instance, there were no indications of impairment throughout
FY2012 under IFRS among discussion with the independent auditors.
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Impairment test of J-GAAP is two-step approach.
First step is test based on undiscounted cash flows. If failed, impairment test proceeds to
second step and measures recoverable value based on discounted cash flows.
The carrying value that exceeds over recoverable value are recorded as impairment loss.
In above case, impairment test of J-GAAP passes, because the amount of undiscounted
cash flows is 101 which is larger than carrying value.
In contrast, impairment test of IFRS is one-step approach where only discounted cash
flows are used. Generally speaking, therefore, impairment test of IFRS is more strict than
that of J-GAAP.
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Slide shows balance of goodwill and non-amortizable intangible assets of major cash
generating units as of end of 2012.
Non-amortizable intangible assets were mostly recognized as a result of M&A activities.
Traditionally, premiums which are measured as difference between net assets and
acquisition value were simply treated as goodwill.
After adoption of PPA (Purchase Price Allocation), intangible assets such as customer
relationships and trademarks are evaluated and recognized at fair value.
Intangible assets with definite useful life such as software and customer assets are
amortized using straight-line method over each estimated useful life.
Non-amortizable intangible assets with indefinite useful life such as trade names
continue to use fair value recognized at acquisition, although impairment tests are
conducted.
Perpetuity growth rates are generally maintained, because rates are quoted from longterm data.
1-2% are typically used for Japanese companies.
Risk free rates are reviewed every year.
In order to avoid frequent changes, beta is measured with historical 5 years data.
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This slide includes definition and examples of financial instruments.
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Financial assets are largely classified into four groups under J-GAAP;
Monetary claims, monetary trusts, derivatives and securities.
Among them, securities consist of four categories.
Trading securities are stated on mark-to-market basis and changes in fair value are
recognized in PL.
Held-to-maturity securities are measured at amortized cost.
Available-for-sale securities are stated at fair value. In principle, changes in fair value are
reflected in net assets, instead of recognizing through PL. In some cases, decreases in
fair value may be recognized in PL, although recognition of increases in fair value in PL is
not allowed.
Financial assets are classified into two groups under IFRS;
Financial assets measured at amortized cost
Financial assets measured at fair value
Among the later, changes in fair value are reflected either through PL or other
comprehensive income.
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Financial assets are measured at amortized cost, if two criteria (business model and cash
flow) are met.
Business model criteria examines objective to hold financial assets. Criteria are applied
to each portfolio, instead of individual financial instrument.
Cash flow criteria examines pattern of cash flows.
Impairment loss occurs when there is a risk of impairing principal of financial instrument
such as downgrading of credit rating.
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Financial assets that do not meet criteria of amortized cost are measured at fair value.
Changes in fair value are reflected either through PL (FVtPL) or other comprehensive
income (FVtOCI).
When the purpose of investments are to strengthen business relationship or in
anticipation of synergistic effects rather than only for trading purpose, FVtOCI is used.
FVtPL is applied to financial assets other than AC and FVtOCI.
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Because purpose of investments are to strengthen business relationship or in
anticipation of synergistic effects rather than trading purpose, both realized and
unrealized capital gain or loss does not have direct impact on PL, but is reflected in other
comprehensive income.
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This slide illustrates differences in measurement methodologies.
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This slide summarizes three measurement methodologies of unlisted equity.
In Rakuten group, use of market approach is relatively limited and cost approach is
typically used.
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This slide lists major financial assets held by Rakuten group and its accounting
treatments.
Beneficial interests in assets securitized by Rakuten Card are eliminated in consolidated
BS.
Beneficial interests in assets securitized by other than Rakuten group are measured at
either amortized cost or FVtPL.
Floating-rate sovereign bonds do not meet two criteria of amortized cost and are
measured at FVtPL, while fixed-rate bonds are measured at amortized cost.
Financial assets of securities business are mostly associated with customers’ assets.
Investment securities held for trading purposes are held in order to resell to customers,
and the amount is small.
Derivative assets held for trading purposes have limited impact on earnings, since
Rakuten Securities does not own proprietary positions.
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